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When I received this it was used which means the access code was no longer valid. This was

purchased as new for my daughter and it was basically wasted money.

I received the package and the tab for the code was already opened, meaning someone had

previously used it. Regardless, I tried registering the access code, and Pearson informed me that it

had already been used. I really needed to register for MyStatLab ASAP and ordering this and

waiting for it was a complete waste of my time.

Received the code only to find out that it didn't work or was already used. Asked the company for a

refund or to send another product only to hear them tell me that they have no way of proving I didn't

use the computer generated code. I lost 80$ because of this greedy, terrible company. DO NOT

BUY! It is easier to purchase the code through the site for 110$ and much less of a hassle.

The package was here almost the next day which I needed it to start school so it was great speed i

wasnt expecting that the last person i ordered from i never recived there package so it was nice that



i got it and it was fast Thank you again.

Received my package early and in new condition just as it had stated, seller even hand wrote a note

to thank me for purchase. Seller has great customer service, and responds to any questions and

emails you have quickly. They are very helpful!

When this arrived, I was skeptical because it looked very worn, but the access code worked. My

Math Lab is actually an awesome math site and it also includes a copy of the e-book so you don't

need to buy the book.

This product was required for an entry level math course for my wife as she started back to school

after 20+ years. When she registered it she received a message that the product code had expired

despite the fact that the message also indicated that the product was good until 2015. So...she used

the IM Helpdesk feature...with no success because they simply didn't respond to her. So, she then

submitted a request via email. After no response, the next day she tried to calling the helpdesk

number on their site. After over an hour on hold, a customer service representative finally took the

call. When my wife explained the situation and that she had submitted an email, the customer

service rep noted the helpdesk ticket number and told her that someone else would get in touch with

her to resolve her problems. They did...two days later and after several assignments were past due.

After three days of screwing around with these issues, my wife finally received an email from the

assigned helpdesk person. After two more days of emails and no resolution, my wife dropped the

class because she already had too many incomplete assignments to pass with a good grade. My

wife has shed many tears over feeling like a failure for dropping a needed class on top of the

frustration and stress of dealing with this situation. We lost our money for this product and a

prorated amount for the class. Apparently several other students in her class also had numerous

issues with the software and difficulty getting a resolution. If the school requires the use of this

companies products in the future for any class, she intends to take the class at another school or try

to CLEP it rather than go through this again.MY RECOMMENDATION IS FINDING AN

ALTERNATE SOLUTION AND NOT USING ANY OF THIS COMPANIES PRODUCTS.

I purchase this Student Access KIT a month ahead of time for my class. The code worked & I save

a lot of money with this purchased compared to the price my school was selling them for. Very fast

shipping & great customer service with fast email reply to my questions.
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